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What is geothermal energy?

• Geothermal energy is the 

heat from the earth

• The heat increase with depth

Benefits of Geothermal Energy

• Clean and safe

• Renewable and sustainable

• Generates continuous, reliable baseload

power

• Avoids importing and benefits local

economies

• Offer modular, incremental development

and village power to remote sites.

Temperatures:125–225 °C are commonly capable of 

producing electricity



Enhanced geothermal systems: heat for 

electrical power
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Purpose of this paper

• Provide an overview of how geological features influence geothermal systems,

with a focus on geothermal well siting and effectiveness.

• Describe factors such as heat flux, permeability structure, and fluid properties,

geothermal well productivity.

• Consider computational methods for risk reduction in geothermal exploration.
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• Thermal source: A magma

penetration or a normal heat

flow

• Reservoir: Hot and

permeable part of a

geothermal system that may

be directly exploited.

• Fluids: They are heat

carriers. Origin can be

meteoric, surface, or magma;

They can be in a vapor state

with dissolved solid

substances and gases

A geothermal field consists of three elements
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Ring of fire

Eric Gaba, 2006
Place tectonic

• The heat flux tends to be strongest along tectonic

plate boundaries where convergent, divergent

margins, or intracontinental settings transport

high-temperature material to the near-surface.

• In the active tectonic areas, temperatures above

225 °C are typically only found at depths >4–5

km.

Geological setting
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Geological setting

Characteristic  geothermal play systems based on the geologic controls of igneous activity as magmatism

volcanic field plutonic type
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• Andesitic arc (volcanic field):

Magma chambers in volcanic

fields, with their parental melts,

recharge of basalt and crystallized

melts, control fluid chemistry,

fluid flow, and the overall

geothermal play system

• Magnetic rift (plutonic type):

Crystallized from magma and

slowly cooling below the surface

Typical reservoir rock types:  

(various types of basalt, intermediate to felsic lava flows, ash-flow tuffs) and 

sedimentary rock. Indicative rocks are travertine deposits at the end of outflow zones.

Typical fluid types. 

Upflow zone: (SiO2), Ca–Al, (CaCO3), and (FeS2), non-volatile components (Si, Na, K, 

Ca, Fe, Mg), volatiles (SO2, HCl, HF, CO2, H2S) and solution.

Outflow zone: (SiO2), Ca-rich, low-Mg and (FeS2), Sodium chloride, neutral to alkaline 

pH, mixing with meteoric water, Ca-rich, low-Mg, Gas: CO2 and H2S. 
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Amagmatic geothermal systems (extensional) are

either fault-controlled or fault-leakage controlled.

Typical reservoir rock types: They are different

from volcanic, plutonic, or sedimentary rock;

travertine and silica at hot springs are indicative of

reservoirs at depth.

Typical fluid types. High-Cl and high-HCO3,

low-(Ca, Mg)

Geothermal fluids carry a wide array of dissolved

minerals because of the high temperatures and the

myriad of chemical reactions that can take place

between the geofluids and the reservoir rocks
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Permeable structures (fracture and fault)

• Faults and fracture systems

serve as channels for

geothermal fluids from hot

deeper levels up flow into the

reservoir near the surface.

• Most common permeable

structures are located in

extensional or transtensional

settings.

Favourable structural settings for geothermal exploitation.
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Typical exploration methods for geothermal systems

• Resistivity surveys (Magnetotelluric) to identify the high resistivity anomaly of 

upflow zone.

• Density methods: identify lithology, dense alteration (silicification), and 

volcano or basin geometry. 

• Reflection seismic define structural settings.

• Magnetic surveys (Airborne) are employed to map near-surface alteration and 

iron-rich volcanic rocks.

• Analysis of fault evolution to identify the fault blocks and settings with higher 

fracture density.

• Geothermal well



Geothermal well
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Geothermal Wells are vital components in both

geothermal research and utilization since they

provide essential access for both energy

extraction and information collection

Classification: 

• Investigation (thermal gradient, exploration) 

• Resource utilization (production, reinjection, 

or monitoring)

Schematic design of a geothermal production-injection system

Anna Chmielowska, 2019
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Summary

• Intermediate-temperature (>125 °C) to high-temperature (>225 °C)

geothermal systems can be found in a variety of volcano-tectonic 

settings.

• Permeable structures such as faults exercise a primary control on local 

fluid flow patterns, with most upflow zones residing in complex fault 

interaction zones.

• Based on geological control, effective search and exploration methods 

can be designed to improve geothermal system efficiency.
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Future perspectives
“reducing the risks in geothermal drilling and development”

Advanced computational methods
• Geothermal play fairway analysis (PFA)

• Machine learning (ML)

• Value of information (VOI)

• Creating an effectively 3D geological model is essential.

• No comprehensive yet convenient software/system has been developed.

• However, it is well known that the available geological data are generally sparse 

and under-sampled.

=> Integration of geological,

geophysical, and geochemical

parameters indicative of geothermal

activity to evaluate heat flow and

collectively defined the most likely

areas for geothermal fluid flow.



My future works
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Green Island is an ancient volcanic

system compressed and deformed by

plate tectonic activity, which has a high

potential for the geothermal system



Previous study
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